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Abstract—Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) signaling is
one of the key technologies of current mobile communication
systems. However, the complex and expensive radio frequency
(RF) chains have always limited the increase of MIMO scale.
In this letter, we propose a MIMO transmission architecture
based on a dual-polarized reconfigurable intelligent surface
(RIS), which can directly achieve modulation and transmission
of multichannel signals without the need for conventional RF
chains. Compared with previous works, the proposed archi-
tecture can improve the integration of RIS-based transmission
systems. A prototype of the dual-polarized RIS-based MIMO
transmission system is built and the experimental results confirm
the feasibility of the proposed architecture. The dual-polarized
RIS-based MIMO transmission architecture provides a promis-
ing solution for realizing low-cost ultra-massive MIMO towards
future networks.

Index Terms—Reconfigurable intelligent surface, dual polar-
izaton, MIMO, 6G.

I. INTRODUCTION

MULTIPLE-INPUT multiple-output (MIMO) transmis-
sion can significantly increase the channel capac-

ity, spectrum efficiency, and reliability of communication
systems [1]. Generally, the larger the scale of the antenna array,
the greater the performance gain can be brought by MIMO.
This basic principle has lead to the research of massive MIMO
and ultra-massive MIMO [2], [3]. However, as the scale of the
MIMO antenna array increases, the size, power consumption,
and hardware cost will also increase, especially the complex
and expensive radio frequency (RF) chains. These factors limit
the further increase of MIMO scale.
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In recent years, reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS)
has attracted great attention in the field of wireless com-
munications due to its electromagnetic (EM) manipulation
capabilities [4]. An RIS can dynamically modulate EM waves
under the control of external signals, such as manipulating the
amplitude [5] or phase [6] of EM waves. The EM manipulation
capabilities of RISs can be exploited to improve the channel
quality to enhance the performance of wireless communication
systems, thus achieving smart radio environments [7]–[11].
Furthermore, RISs enable direct modulation of EM waves to
realize RF chain-free transmitters. An RIS-based frequency-
shift keying (FSK) modulation scheme was proposed in [6],
[12], and [13] realized phase-shift keying (PSK) modulation
based on RISs, and [14] proposed using an RIS to imple-
ment index modulation. Reference [15] proposed using RIS
to implement BPSK backscatter communication and to assist
primary MIMO transmission at the same time. Moreover, an
RIS-based MIMO transmission system, which exploited the
array structure of the RIS, was proposed in [16] and [17]. The
RIS-based MIMO transmission system can directly use the
RIS to perform the modulation and transmission of multiple
signals without the need for RF chains, thus significantly
reduces the cost and complexity of MIMO systems. However,
RISs used in these prior works on RIS-based transmitters are
all single-polarized, and the polarization degree of freedom
of RISs has not yet been explored. Recently, [18] proposed
a dual-polarized RIS to realize polarization manipulation of
EM waves. Reference [19] proposed a dual-polarized RIS to
alleviate the imperfect successive interference cancelation of
massive MIMO with non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA).
The unit cells of the dual-polarized RIS can independently reg-
ulate the phase of EM waves in two orthogonal polarizations.
This feature makes it possible to utilize the polarization degree
of freedom of dual-polarized RIS to improve the integration
of RIS-based MIMO transmission systems.

In this letter, we propose a general architecture of dual-
polarized RIS-based MIMO transmission system, which uti-
lizes a dual-polarized RIS to modulate and transmit multiple
signals in two polarizations. A scheme to implement quadra-
ture amplitude modulation (QAM) and MIMO transmission
based on the dual-polarized RIS is designed. Further, we
build a prototype of a dual-polarized RIS-based 2 × 2
MIMO-QAM transmission system and conduct performance
tests.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The general architecture of a dual-polarized RIS-based
MIMO transmission system is shown in Fig. 1, in which
the dual-polarized RIS is employed to modulate and trans-
mit multiple signals in two polarizations. The transmitter side
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Fig. 1. Dual-polarized RIS-based MIMO transmission system.

contains a single-tone carrier signal source, a feed antenna, Tx
digital baseband, and a dual-polarized RIS. The dual-polarized
RIS consists of N dual-polarized unit cells, each of which
can modulate the amplitude and phase of the reflected EM
waves in two orthogonal polarizations. The two polarizations
are denoted as polarization 0 and polarization 1, respectively.
The single-tone carrier signal is transmitted through the feed
antenna and radiated on the dual-polarized RIS, and there are
carrier components in both polarizations. Each unit cell of
the dual-polarized RIS can modulate two baseband signals on
the reflected EM waves in polarization 0 and polarization 1,
respectively. Thus the dual-polarized RIS can modulate and
transmit up to 2N signals. There are K single-polarized receiv-
ing antennas for each polarization at the receiver side. The
received baseband signal vector is denoted as

y =
[
y1,0, . . . , yK ,0, y1,1, . . . , yK ,1

]T ∈ C
2K×1, (1)

where yk ,p is the received signal of the k th receiving antenna
in polarization p. y can be expressed as

y =
√
PH2ΦH1c+ w, (2)

where P is the power of single-tone carrier signal transmitted
by the feed antenna, H1 ∈ C

2N×2 is the channel from the
feed antenna to the dual-polarized RIS, H2 ∈ C

2K×2N is the
channel from the dual-polarized RIS to the receiving antennas,
the diagonal matrix Φ ∈ C

2N×2N is the reflection coefficient
matrix of the dual-polarized RIS, which also carries the base-
band signals, c ∈ C

2×1 is the decomposition coefficient of the
carrier signal over the two polarizations, and w ∈ C

2K×1 is
the noise vector of the receiver.

The channel matrix H1 can be partitioned as

H1 =

[
h1,00 h1,01
h1,10 h1,11

]
, (3)

where h1,pq ∈ C
N×1 is the channel from the feed antenna

in polarization q to the dual-polarized RIS in polarization p.
Since the feed antenna is usually placed at a fixed location
relative to the RIS where it can directly illuminate the RIS
to form the transmitter part of the system when it is actually
deployed, so H1 is a deterministic line-of-sight (LoS) channel.

Similarly, H2 can be partitioned as

H2 =

[
H2,00 H2,01
H2,10 H2,11

]
, (4)

where H2,pq ∈ C
K×N is the channel from the dual-polarized

RIS in polarization q to the receiving antenna in polarization p.

The diagonal matrix Φ can be expressed as

Φ =

[
Φ0

Φ1

]
, (5)

in which

Φ0 = diag
{
x1,0, . . . , xN ,0

}

= diag
{
A1,0e

jφ1,0 , . . . ,AN ,0e
jφN ,0

}
, (6)

Φ1 = diag
{
x1,1, . . . , xN ,1

}

= diag
{
A1,1e

jφ1,1 , . . . ,AN ,1e
jφN ,1

}
. (7)

Here, An,p and ejφn,p represent the amplitude reflection
coefficient and phase shift of the nth unit cell to the incident
waves in polarization p, respectively, and we have An,p ∈
[0, 1], φn,p ∈ [0, 2π). xn,p = An,pe

jφn,p is the normalized
equivalent baseband signal transmitted by the nth unit cell in
polarization p, and the baseband signal vector can be written as

x =
[
x1,0, . . . , xN ,0, x1,1, . . . , xN ,1

]
. (8)

We can rewrite (2) to show the essence of the dual-polarized
RIS-based MIMO transmission system. Since H1 is a deter-
ministic channel from the feed antenna to the dual-polarized
RIS, and the decomposition coefficient c is a fixed vector that
satisfies ‖c‖ = 1, where ‖ · ‖ denotes the modulus operation,
thus

c̃ = H1c ∈ C
2N×1 (9)

is also a deterministic vector. Denote

E = diag
{
c̃(1), c̃(2), . . . , c̃(2N )

}
, (10)

where c̃(i) is the i th element of the column vector c̃. Then (2)
can be rewritten as

y =
√
PH2Ex+ w, (11)

where the normalized baseband signal vector x is also the
reflection coefficient vector of the dual-polarized RIS. The
diagonal matrix E can be regarded as the constant attenuation
coefficient matrix of these 2N signals caused by H1 and c.

Equation (11) reveals the basic principle of our dual-
polarized RIS-based MIMO transmission system. The dual-
polarized RIS-based MIMO transmitter can directly modulate
the information on the carrier by controlling the reflection
coefficients of the dual-polarized RIS, so it does not need
complex and expensive RF chains as the conventional MIMO
transmitter. Moreover, the dual-polarized RIS utilizes the
degree of freedom of polarization, where each unit of the
dual-polarized RIS can transmit two signals with orthogo-
nal polarizations. Compared with a single-polarized RIS, the
dual-polarized RIS with the same number of unit cells can
double the number of transmitted signals. Therefore, the dual-
polarized RIS-based MIMO transmission scheme can achieve
better integrability, thus offering a promising scheme for
low-cost and low-complexity MIMO transmission.

III. DESIGN OF MIMO-QAM TRANSMISSION BASED ON
DUAL-POLARIZED RIS

In this section, we first introduce the EM characteris-
tics of the dual-polarized RIS, and then provide a scheme
for implementing MIMO-QAM transmission based on the
dual-polarized RIS.
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Fig. 2. Dual-polarized RIS.

A. Dual-Polarized RIS

The dual-polarized RIS is shown in Fig. 2, which can
control the phase shift of reflected EM waves in two polar-
izations [18]. The total length and width of the dual-polarized
RIS are 542 mm × 410 mm, and the operating frequency is
2.7 GHz. The RIS is composed of 12 × 12 reduplicated dual-
polarized unit cells. Each unit cell has a length and width of
36 mm × 25 mm, which is approximately 0.324λ×0.225λ rel-
ative to the wavelength λ. The dual-polarized unit cell consists
of the substrate, two pairs of mutually perpendicular rectan-
gular metal patches, two varactor diodes connected across the
metal patches, and microstrip lines. For each unit cell, two
bias voltages are applied to the two varactor diodes through
the two pairs of metal patches. The bias voltages can change
the reflection coefficient of the dual-polarized unit for polar-
ization 0 and polarization 1 and thus controls the phase shift of
the reflection EM waves. The amplitude reflection efficiency
of the unit cell is greater than 70 %, and the amplitude reflec-
tion coefficient fluctuates within 1 dB when the bias voltage
changes. More details of the dual-polarized RIS can be found
in [18]. Due to the unique design of the dual-polarized unit
cell, the varactor 0 as shown in Fig. 2 can control the phase
of the reflected polarization 0 EM waves, while the varactor
1 can control the phase of the reflected polarization 1 EM
waves.

Fig. 3 shows the measured relationship between the phase
shift of the reflected EM waves and the bias voltage of the
unit cell. It can be seen that the phase shift of the reflected
EM waves in both polarizations increases monotonically with
the corresponding bias voltage, but the phase shifts of the two
polarizations have different relationships with the bias volt-
age. This is because the dual-polarized unit cell here is not a
rotational symmetric structure.

B. Dual-Polarized RIS-Based MIMO-QAM Transmission

The dual-polarized RIS is phase-controllable and it is
difficult to directly realize QAM due to the limitation of con-
stant envelope. Therefore, we use the non-linear modulation
technique proposed in [20] and [21].

The baseband symbol for non-linear modulation is

xn,p(t)=

⎧
⎨

⎩
e
j
Δϕn,p

Ts
(Ts−tn,p−t)

, t ∈ [0,Ts − tn,p ],

e
j
Δϕn,p

Ts
(2Ts−tn,p−t)

, t ∈ (Ts − tn,p ,Ts ],
(12)

where Ts is the symbol period, tn,p ∈ [0,Ts ] is the cyclic
time shift, and the phase of xn,p(t) decreases linearly with
the slope of Δϕn,p

Ts
.

The baseband symbol in (12) will generate the −1st order
harmonic with frequency fc− 1

Ts
, and the amplitude a−1

n,p and

Fig. 3. Measured relationship between the phase shift and the bias voltage
of dual-polarized RIS.

phase ϕ−1
n,p of the −1st order harmonic can be written as [21]

a−1
n,p =

∣
∣
∣
∣sinc

(
Δϕn,p

2
− π

)∣∣
∣
∣, (13)

ϕ−1
n,p = −2πtn,p

Ts
+

Δϕn,p

2
+ ε(2π −Δϕn,p) · π

+ mod

(⌊
Δϕn,p

2π
− 1

⌋
, 2

)
· π − π, (14)

where |·|, sinc(·), mod(·), �·�, ε(·) denote the absolute
value function, sinc function, remainder function, downward
rounding function and step function, respectively.

It can be seen from (13) and (14) that we can control Δϕn,p
and tn,p to achieve simultaneous manipulation of the ampli-
tude and phase of the −1st order harmonic, and therefore
realize QAM on the −1st order harmonic.

The equivalent baseband signal of non-linear modulation
can be denoted as

sn,p = a−1
n,pe

jϕ−1
n,p , (15)

and the center frequency of the equivalent baseband signal is
fc − 1

Ts
. The corresponding baseband signal vector is

s =
[
s1,0, . . . , sN ,0, s1,1, . . . , sN ,1

]
. (16)

By replacing x in (11) with s, the signal model at the −1st

order harmonic frequency point can be written as

y =
√
PH2Es+ w. (17)

Thus the dual-polarized RIS-based MIMO-QAM transmis-
sion can be realized according to (17).

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF MIMO-QAM TRANSMISSION
BASED ON DUAL-POLARIZED RIS

This section presents the implementation and test of our
2 × 2 MIMO system based on the dual-polarized RIS. The
architecture and prototype setup of the dual-polarized RIS-
based 2 × 2 MIMO-QAM transmission system are described
in Section IV-A. In Section IV-B, tests of signal coupling and
bit error rate (BER) of the prototype are discussed.
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Fig. 4. Dual-polarized RIS-based 2×2 MIMO transmission prototype.

A. Prototype Setup

To verify the feasibility of using the dual-polarized RIS to
achieve MIMO transmission, we design a 2×2 MIMO commu-
nication system based on the dual-polarized RIS, as shown in
Fig. 4. The dual-polarized RIS transmits one stream of signal
in each of the two polarizations, that is, s1,0, . . . , sN ,0 = s0
and s1,1, . . . , sN ,1 = s1. The receiver side uses two single-
polarized antennas to receive the polarization 0 signal y0 and
the polarization 1 signal y1, respectively.

It should be pointed out that, although due to hardware
limitations, the dual-polarized RIS-based MIMO communi-
cation system we have implemented can only transmit two
data streams, it is enough to verify the feasibility of using
the dual-polarization characteristics of RIS to achieve MIMO
transmission. When the hardware conditions are met, the
system can be expanded according to (11) and (17) to realize
the transmission of more streams.

Fig. 4 presents the prototype of the dual-polarized RIS-
based 2 × 2 MIMO transmission system. The PXIe platform
at the transmitter side generates two video bitstreams, namely
stream 0 and stream 1, which are mapped into 16-QAM non-
linear modulation baseband signals s0 and s1. Then s0 and s1
are converted into analog bias voltage signals by the digital-to-
analog converters (DACs) of the PXIe platform and loaded on
varactors 0 and varactors 1, respectively. The dual-polarized
RIS modulates the two baseband signals on the −1st harmonic
of the reflected EM waves in polarization 0 and polarization 1,
respectively. The RF signal source generates a 2.7 GHz single-
tone carrier signal, which is transmitted by the feed antenna.
The feed antenna is a line-polarized horn antenna placed at an
angle of 45◦ so that both polarization 0 and polarization 1 have
carrier components. The distance between the feed antenna
and the RIS is 0.8m, and the distance between the RIS and
the Rx antennas is 1.6m. The receiver side utilizes two single-
polarized antennas to receive the signals in polarization 0 and
polarization 1, then the corresponding digital baseband signals
y0 and y1 can be obtained after down-conversion and sampling
by software-defined radio (SDR) platform. Subsequent base-
band signal processing and demodulation are implemented on
the host computer.

B. Experimental Results

As shown in the top right of Fig. 4, the system can recover
the correct constellation and realize the transmission of two
video streams. The transmission rate of the system can reach
20 Mbps when the symbol rate is 2.5 MSps. This experimental
result verifies the feasibility of MIMO transmission based on

Fig. 5. Measurement of voltage signals on the dual-polarized RIS. (a) s0
is turned on and s1 is grounded. (b) s0 is grounded and s1 is turned on.

Fig. 6. Unequalized signals received by antennas in two polarizations. (a) s0
is turned on and s1 is grounded. (b) s0 is grounded and s1 is turned on.

a dual-polarized RIS. In particular, it can be seen in Fig. 4
that the constellation points are distorted, which we found to
be caused by the coupling of two voltage signals on the dual-
polarized RIS.

We conduct a preliminary measurement of the coupled sig-
nals on the dual-polarized RIS. We measure the voltage signals
on the varactors directly through an oscilloscope with only one
of s0 and s1 is turned on. The symbol rate is 2.5 MSps dur-
ing the measurement, and the results are shown in Fig. 5. The
blue line of the oscilloscope is the common voltage signal on
varactors 0, and the yellow line is the common voltage signal
on varactors 1. s0 is the blue line in Fig. 5(a), s1 is the yellow
line in Fig. 5(b). As can be seen from Fig. 5(a), when s0 is
turned on and s1 is grounded, there is still a voltage signal
on varactors 1, which is coupled from s0 on varactors 0. We
place the receiving antennas close to the dual-polarized RIS to
directly observe the unequalized signals in both polarizations,
as shown in Fig. 6(a). The QAM constellation points of polar-
ization 0 maintain the correct relative position. But the QAM
constellation of polarization 1 is distorted due to the voltage
signal on varactors 1 is coupled from the voltage signal on
varactors 0. The phenomenon in Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 6(b) is
the same. The signal coupling phenomenon is caused by the
fact that the dual-polarized RIS is not specifically designed
for polarization isolation during the layout process. It can be
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Fig. 7. Measured and theoretical BER performances of the prototype.

measured that the isolation degree between varactors 0 and
varactors 1 of the dual-polarized RIS is approximately 16 dB
(20log10(6.6V/1.01V) ≈ 16dB). Therefore, when both s0 and
s1 are turned on, the two voltage signals will be coupled to
each other on the dual-polarized RIS causing distortions in the
constellation points.

In order to analyze the impact of the coupling of the
two voltage signals, we measured the BER performance of
the prototype, as shown in Fig. 7. The measurements were
performed at a transmission rate of 20 Mbps. The curves
of theoretical BER are obtained by substituting the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) of the received signal into the BER
calculation formula of 16-QAM in an additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channel [22]. It can be seen that the measured
BER performance is worse than the theoretical BER. The rea-
son is that the SNR of the received signal we used to calculate
the theoretical BER did not take into account the interference
of the coupled signal, and the actual SNR of the received
signal is lower. When the data streams are the same, that is
s0 = s1, the effect of interference is reduced and the measured
BER is closer to the theoretical BER without considering cou-
pling. At the BER level of 10−4, the prototype has a 5 dB loss
in BER performance compared to the theoretical value when
transmitting two different data streams, and the loss in BER
performance is reduced to 2 dB as the interference decreases
when transmitting the same data streams. Obviously, the signal
coupling on the dual-polarized RIS will cause the degradation
of communication performance.

In brief, our prototype verifies the feasibility of MIMO
transmission based on a dual-polarized RIS, and we also find
that the polarization isolation of a dual-polarized RIS is an
important factor. We believe that the polarization isolation of
dual-polarized RISs can be improved in the future, like the
current well-established dual-polarized antenna arrays.

V. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we have proposed a general architecture
of a dual-polarized RIS-based MIMO transmission system
and built a 2×2 MIMO-QAM prototype based on the dual-
polarized RIS. The prototype achieved real-time transmission
of two video streams, which verifies the feasibility of the
proposed approach. We also found that signal coupling of the
two polarizations on the dual-polarized RIS will cause system

performance degradation, implying that polarization isolation
should be a key consideration for dual-polarized RIS design.
Overall, the proposed dual-polarized RIS-based MIMO trans-
mission architecture is a promising scheme to achieve low-cost
ultra-massive MIMO transmission towards future networks.
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